This product is being developed because through our market research we discovered that there was a gap in the market for all natural energy drinks targeting teenagers - early 20's. This motivated us to provide a drink that promotes healthy eating/drinking that does not contain harmful preservatives or additives.

Project Brief/Aim:

Our aim is to provide an energy drink which is low in calories, sugar free, all natural colours, flavours and additives. Our product must appeal to the target market which includes people ranging from teenagers to early twenties who recognise the importance of using natural ingredients. Our product must also should contain nutrients/ingredients that are relevant to the target market i.e. fibres, vitamins, herbs etc.

Method:

- Researched existing products, planning tools and consumers/stakeholders.
- Identify considerations through product development
- Researched possible recipes that could guide our product.
- Trialled possible recipe concepts
- Consumer feedback
- Chosen recipe to develop
- Finalised recipe concept
- Finalised packaging and labelling
- Developed poster
- Presented product to judges (stage-gate)

Problems which occurred:

- We were limited to equipment and ingredients
- Blueberries out of season
- The smell was unappetising
- Certain frozen blueberry brands had different tastes which made the flavour of the drink vary.

Research:

In our research we had done an environmental investigation to check existing products in several supermarkets. We wanted to know how the energy drinks were stored in the stores and research the products’ energy content and approximate prices. We found that most energy drinks were sold in packs of four in either cans or bottles, in a price range of $10-15 with a guaranteed long life, from this we know that consumers prefer something that can last. But the more popular sold energy drinks were a single can or glass bottle which ranged from $3-5 and 250-350mL.

Further development:

If we were given the chance to develop our product further, we would like to turn our product into items such as gummy bears, jelly, ice blocks, ice cream etc. As we feel that the products could provide different textures and shapes which would widen the possible range of our product, including different flavours and colours. By developing our product more we could encounter more problems which would be a great way to further create solutions and to challenge ourselves.

Final Product:

A natural blueberry lemon juice, rich with nutrients which would energise our consumers. It has a bright, berry colour, without any artificial flavours or additives used. It contains fresh berries, fruits, natural sweeteners, and some other nutritious ingredients e.g. protein, taurine, fibres and herbs. Our product is packaged in a 300ml plastic bottle, which our consumers could easily carry and drink.